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ABSTRACT
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In this research project, an AC Cûk voltage regulator has been proposed for maintaining constant voltage across the load during wide range of input voltage fluctuations. The proposed AC Cûk voltage regulator made of practical IGBT switches has been investigated for both manual and automatic control circuit. A fraction of the output voltage is taken as the input voltage of the control circuit and produce the error signal if any changes occur in the output voltage. The modified error signal is used to make PWM signals for switching devices as per output voltage of regulator. The PWM controls the ON/OFF time (Duty cycle) of switching devices (IGBTs) of the proposed regulator. As a result the regulator is maintaining a constant voltage across the load during any change in supply voltage. The simulation waveforms and the calculated total harmonics distortion (THD) values are compared with previously studied AC Buck-Boost regulator. The observed simulated waveforms of output voltage, output current and input current and THD values have been improved in case of proposed AC Cûk voltage regulator.
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CHAPTER – 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In modern society, power delivery has become a core necessity of our everyday lives. Quality and reliable power delivery is fundamental for a large portion of our lives, from the industries that produce our goods, to hospitals that care for our sick and even to our home refrigerators which preserves our food. Power quality describes the level of voltage and current, and it is one of the important considerations in domestic, industrial and commercial applications [5]. Voltage sag is an important power quality problem in our power supply line. Power lines experience voltage sags largely due to switching lines/plants and faults somewhere in the system. Short-lived voltage sags may also occur because of nearby momentary aperiodic loads, such as welding and operation of building construction equipment. Voltage sags are very common since they can be associated with faults remote from the customer. In some countries, continuous voltage sags are also prevalent in many areas due to inadequate supply and demand situation. Both momentary and continuous voltage sags are undesirable in complex process controls and household appliances as they use precision electronic and computerized mechanisms. Major problems associated with the unregulated long-term voltage sags include equipment failure, overheating and complete shutdown. Tap changing transformers with SCR switching are commonly used as a solution to continuous voltage sags [1]. They require large transformer with many SCRs to control the voltage at the load; however, they lack the facility of adjusting to momentary changes. Some other solutions have been suggested in past years to encounter problems of voltage sag [2 - 4]. Advances in power semiconductor devices are making it possible for utilities to use a variety of power control equipment to raise power quality levels to meet the requirements [3]. Manual and auto AC voltage regulators are also used for low, medium and high power applications for domestic, commercial and industrial use. There are some types of AC /AC converter to regulate the input voltage to a lower or higher output voltage. A winding transformer is
widely used in voltage regulation fields, such as power system, motor speed control and so on. However, because the winding ratio is changed by servo motor or by manual regulation, it has low regulation speed. There is also other research who use thyristor phase controlled circuit to regulate voltage. These converters have been widely used as a soft-starter and a speed regulator of pumps and fans. Although it has a higher regulating speed than a winding transformer, the low input power factor and the large amount of the low-order harmonic current are the major problems [6].

The area of power line conditioning for sensitive loads is important in power electronics. A wide class of equipment is available, including transient suppressors, line voltage regulators, standby power supplies as well as off-line and online uninterruptible power supplies. Given the proliferation of personal computer loads, the need for economical power conditioners is growing rapidly. The use of isolation is not vitally important in many applications, as the input power supply normally contains a high frequency transformer [7].

Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is sometimes used to regulate the load side voltage [16-18]. The DVR requires an energy storage device to compensate for the voltage sags. Flywheels, batteries, superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) and super capacitors are generally used as energy storage devices. The rated power operation of DVR depends on the size and capacity of energy storage device and thus limits its use in high power applications. In contrast, a switching regulator needs no energy storage devices; therefore, it can be used both in low power and high power applications.

The major developments in the field of power electronics make it possible to improve the electrical power system utility interface [12-13]. The work presented in those papers can be used to solve power quality problems caused by line voltage sags and swells. However, in order to reduce the power loss, control simplicity, cost and reliability with good efficiency, further research and investigation are needed to reduce the number of the switching devices.
Several AC voltage regulators have been studied as a solution of voltage sags and better quality of power supply [20-25]. In each of these every papers, the proposals that have been presented have their own merits along with significant achievements. In some papers, research has been conducted to reduce the number of switching devices in order to reduce power loss. Different working principles have also been presented to ensure the safety of the converter. The switching patterns are critical, and an alternate path must be established in dead time. DC regenerative snubber capacitor is used to realize the safe commutation and to enhance efficiency. Some valuable and considerable proposals also have been suggested to achieve sinusoidal input-output currents/voltage waveforms, improved power factor, reduced harmonic current, a fast response speed and a smaller input filter size [11]. Moreover, there are various investigation that focused on the different topology of AC to AC converter. Every paper has its own significant achievements as well as its own drawbacks and limitations based on input-output voltage/current, harmonics (THD), power factor, efficiency, etc.

Therefore, an automatic control AC-AC voltage regulator is still in the research and development stage. In order to achieve constant output voltage during the input voltage fluctuation with better performance an automatic control AC-AC Čuk voltage regulator by using PWM switch mode technique has been employed in this project work.
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

The structure of this project is as follows:

Chapter-2 includes the literature review of related works. It also highlights a brief summary of the two most significant papers as related to the development of AC-AC voltage regulator and its drawbacks. Objectives of this research are also integral to this chapter.

Chapter-3 includes the description of theory of DC voltage regulator and AC voltage regulator.

Chapter-4 includes the detailed study of proposed switch mode AC Čuk voltage regulator. AC Čuk voltage regulator with IGBT switch implementation has been proposed and studied. Manually controlled AC Čuk voltage regulator with its operation, gate signal generating circuit and results of the AC voltage regulator is included. This chapter also incorporates proposed automatic controlled AC Čuk voltage regulator implemented by practical IGBT switches and its results. Harmonics analysis and total harmonics distortion (THD) calculation are taken into account. The comparison of results of input-output waveforms of voltage/current and THD value of this AC regulator with Buck-Boost AC regulator are also discussed.

Chapter-5 concludes this work with a summary and recommendation for future work.
CHAPTER – 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

With the growth of applications of power electronics, a large number of studies have investigated its application to the power system and its further development (including industries, commercial and domestic consumers). Most of these studies explored the use of switch mode converter topologies that are used in DC-DC conversion. Conversely, some studies have modified these DC regulators to use AC-AC conversion by using pulse width modulation (PWM) technique.

Moreover, among all of these studies for AC-AC conversion, some significant proposals have already been made to control output voltage during input voltage fluctuation by using a switch mode AC voltage regulator with improved power quality [5, 8]. The following sections will provide a detailed review of these studies.

2.2 REVIEW OF MOST SIGNIFICANT PAPERS WORK ON AC-AC VOLTAGE REGULATOR

2.2.1 REVIEW OF AC-AC BUCK VOLTAGE REGULATOR

A switch mode voltage regulator based on Buck conversion principle with a step up injection transformer at its output has been proposed by Steven M. Hietpas and Mark Naden [5]. The converter incorporates fast-switching insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) technology and controls involving pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques.

The AC to AC Buck Converter as reported [5] is shown in fig-2.1. This buck converter can be implemented as shown in fig 2.2 and fig 2.3 by using ideal switches and IGBT switches respectively. The input–output waveforms are shown in fig.2.4 for input voltage of 250V.
Fig. 2.1: AC-AC Buck Converter (as reported in paper)

Fig. 2.2: AC-AC Buck Converter (with ideal switches)
When input voltage is 250V then output voltage is 300V. The voltage induced in the transformer secondary \( E_b \) is added with input voltage \( V_{in} = 250V \) and maintains the desired constant voltage (300V) across the load instead of decreasing its supply input voltage. The input voltages of OPAMP’S and its output voltage pulse (which is PWM signals for switch 1 and 2) are shown in fig.2.5. To maintain output 300V the input DC voltage of OPAMP’S is required to be 8V.

If the input voltage is decreased again to 225V then output voltage remains 300V, which is shown in fig.2.6. The input voltages of OPAMP’S and its output voltage pulse (which
is PWM signals for switch 1 and 2) are shown in fig.2.7. To maintain output 300V the input DC voltage of OPAMP’S is required to be 4V. In this way, pulse width variation controls the duty cycle and output remains constant with the variation of input voltage.

Fig-2.4: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 250 V, load 50 ohm and $V_{dc} = 8.0V$
V(V5:+) – Input voltage = 250 V
V(R1:2) – Output voltage = 300 V
Fig. 2.5: Generated PWM signals for switch 1 and 2 when input voltage=250V

Fig. 2.6: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 225 V, load 50 ohm and $V_{dc} = 4.0V$
$V(V5:+)$ – Input voltage = 225 V and $V(R1:2)$ – Output voltage = 300 V
In this AC to AC Buck Converter, when input voltage decreases then the output voltage also decreases. However, when the output voltage is less than the desired value, it can be maintained to the desired value by adding AC input voltage with voltage which is produced in the transformer secondary as shown in fig 2.4 and 2.6. The transformer secondary induced voltage that is added to the input supply voltage can be varied by PWM technique. However, if the input voltage is increased then output will also be increased. It is, therefore, necessary to decrease the output voltage to the desired value by subtracting a suitable voltage from the input voltage, but this Buck arrangement does not allow that to occur. To overcome the above drawback another solution has been suggested [8] by using AC to AC Buck-Boost converter configuration.
2.2.2 REVIEW OF AC-AC BUCK-BOOST VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(Manually Controlled)

A transformer-less AC to AC voltage regulator based on Buck-Boost topology has been proposed [8]. The AC to AC Buck-Boost converter topology that uses IGBT and its PWM signals generating circuit is shown in fig 2.8. The input–output waveforms are shown in fig.2.9 for input voltage of 250V. The input voltages of OPAMP’S and its output voltage pulse (which is PWM signals for switch 1 and 2) are shown in fig.2.10. To maintain output 300V the input DC voltage of OPAMP’S is required to be 11.8V. If the input voltage is increased to 300V (rated-peak) then output voltage is 300V (peak), which is shown in fig.2.11. If the input voltage is increased again from its rated peak value to 350V then output voltage is 300V (peak), which is shown in fig.2.12. Moreover, if input voltage is further increased to 400V then output voltage is 300V (peak), which is shown in fig.2.13. So, it has been seen that despite input voltage fluctuation (either decrease or increase) output voltage across the load remains constant (300V-peak) by changing the pulse width (generally called PWM technique) of gate signals of switches S1 and S2 and by changing the input DC voltage of OPAMP. Therefore, pulse width variation controls the duty cycle (D) and output remains constant regardless of the variation in input voltage.

The circuit is simulated by using the following parameters:
\[ V_{ac} = 300 \sin (100\pi t), \text{ Supply frequency} = 50 \text{ Hz, } L_1 = 10 \text{ mh, } C_1 = 200\text{uf, Load resistance} = 50 \text{ Ohm, } f_s (\text{switching frequency}) = 4 \text{ KHz.} \]
Fig. 2.8: AC-AC Buck-Boost Converter Schematic (with IGBT switches)

Fig. 2.9: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 250 V, load 50 ohm and $V_{dc} = 11.8V$

$V(V1:+)$ – Input voltage = 250 V and $V(R7:2)$ – Output voltage = 300 V
Fig. 2.10: Generated PWM signals for switch 1 and 2 when input voltage = 250 V

Fig. 2.11: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 50 ohm and Vdc = 12.30 V

V(V1:+) – Input voltage = 300 V and V(R7:2) – Output voltage = 300 V
Fig-2.12: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 50 ohm and $V_{dc} = 12.70$ V

$V(V1:+)$ – Input voltage = 350 V and $V(R7:2)$ – Output voltage = 300 V

Fig-2.13: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 400 V, load 50 ohm and $V_{dc} = 13.0$ V

$V(V1:+)$ – Input voltage = 400 V and $V(R7:2)$ – Output voltage = 300 V
2.2.3 REVIEW OF AC-AC BUCK-BOOST VOLTAGE REGULATOR  
(Auto Controlled)

The use of PWM technique to maintain constant output voltage during fluctuation of input voltage (as discussed in section 2.2.2) has also been established by an automatic feedback control circuit for an AC-AC Buck-Boost voltage regulator [8].

Fig-2.14: AC-AC Buck-Boost converter with automatic feedback control Circuit
This AC-AC automatic voltage regulator based on Buck-Boost conversion principle is shown in fig 2.14. The simulation results of input-output waveforms of AC-AC automatic feedback control Buck-Boost regulator for input voltages 250V, 300V and 400V are shown in figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17, respectively.

Fig 2.15: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 250V and load 50Ω
V(V6:+) – Input voltage = 250 V and V(R1:2) – Output voltage = 300 V

Fig 2.16: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300V and load 50Ω
V(V6:+) – Input voltage = 300 V and V(R1:2) – Output voltage = 300 V
Fig-2.17: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 400V and load 50Ω
V(V6:+) – Input voltage = 400 V and V(R1:2) – Output voltage = 300 V

2.3 OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH

The reviewed AC-AC Buck-Boost regulator has the ability to regulate the output voltage to the desired value during the input voltage fluctuation by using PWM technique. However, the output voltage contains a significant ripple when automatic feedback control circuit is used. In addition, it has been reported that more harmonics are found in the input current and significant ripple is found in output current in such cases. So, it is important to further investigate how to remove the ripple from output voltage, reduce input and output current ripples and associated harmonics when regulated by automatic feedback control circuit. The objective of this work is to propose an automatic AC to AC Čuk regulator that can maintain constant output voltage in the case of input voltage fluctuation as well as to overcome the previous drawbacks as already reported.
CHAPTER – 3

DC VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND AC VOLTAGE REGULATOR

3.0 INTRODUCTION OF POWER CONVERSION PRINCIPLE

The classical linear power conversion circuit has been shown in fig. 3.1 [9, 10]. Here power is controlled by a linear element connected in series; either a resistor or a transistor is used in the linear mode. The total load current passes through the series linear element. In such circuit the greater the difference between the input and output voltage, the more power is lost in the controlling device. Linear power conversion is dissipative and, hence, inefficient. The efficiency range is typically 30 to 60% for linear regulators.

The circuit of fig.-3.2 illustrates the basic principle of a DC-DC switch mode power conversion [9, 10]. The controlling device is a simple switch. By controlling the ratio of the time intervals spent in the ON and OFF positions (defined as duty ratio), the power flow to the load can be controlled in a very efficient way. Ideally this method is 100% efficient. In practice, the efficiency is reduced as the switch is imperfect and losses occur in power circuits.

The semiconductor devices can efficiently be used as switches. The DC load to the voltage can be regulated by controlling the duty cycle of the rectangular waveform supplied to the base or gate of the switching device. When the switch is fully ON, it has only a small saturation voltage drop across it. In the OFF position the current through the device is zero.

Fig-3.1: Linear (dissipative) power conversion circuit.
The output of the switch mode power conversion control (fig. 3.2) is not purely DC. This type of output is applicable in cases such as oven heating without proper filtration. If constant DC is required, then output of SMPS has to be smoothed out by the addition of a low-pass LC filter as shown in fig. 3.3 [9, 10]. Switches are required as basic components for efficient electric power conversion and control. Inductors and capacitors are used to smooth the pulsating DC originating from the switching action.

Although the conversion would be 100% efficient in the ideal case of lossless (there is no loss, i.e: ideal device) components. In practice, all components loss voltage to some extent and decreasing efficiency. Hence, one of the prime objectives in switch mode power conversion is to realize conversion with the least number of components with better efficiency and reliability.
3.1 **PRINCIPLE OF DC-DC SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY (SMPS)**

A switch mode DC-DC power supply (SMPS) is switched at very high frequency. Conversion of both step down and step up dc with insignificant filter size having facility of feed-back regulation by ON/OFF high frequency switching is possible in an SMPS. Usually SMPSs are used in dc-dc conversion for their light weight, high efficiency and isolated multiple outputs with and without voltage regulation. Uses of SMPSs are now universal in space power applications, computers, TV and industrial units. SMPSs have advantages of being low cost, compact, self regulating and self protected. Diverse types of SMPS are investigated to meet user requirements and research is still continuing to find newer ways of switching, increase in switching frequencies, modified topologies and enhanced performance of filters to reduce ripples and EMI.

Figure 3.4 shows the block diagram of a DC-DC SMPS [9, 10]. The main parts of a switch mode power supply are: (a) Power circuit and (b) Control circuit. The power circuit consists mainly the input and output side with the switching device. The switching device is continuously switched at high frequency by the gate signal from the control circuit to transfer power from input to output. The control circuit of a SMPS basically generates high frequency gating pulses for the switching devices to control the output voltage. Switching is performed in multiple pulse width modulation (PWM) fashion according to the feedback error signal from the load to serve the following two purposes:

a) Produce high frequency switching signal
b) Control ON / OFF period of switching signal to maintain constant voltage across load.

High frequency switching reduces filter requirements at the input/output sides of the converter. The simplest PWM control uses multiple pulse modulations generated by comparing a DC with a high frequency carrier triangular wave.
The PWM control circuit is commonly available in an integrated form. The designer can select the switching frequency by choosing the value of $R$ and $C$ of frequency oscillator [10]. As a guideline to maximize the efficiency, the minimum oscillator period should be about 100 times longer than the transistor switching time; for example, if a transistor has a switching time of 0.5 µs, the oscillator period would be 50 µs, which gives the maximum oscillator frequency of 20 KHz. The limitation is due to switching loss in the transistor. The transistor switching loss increases with the switching frequency and results in reduced efficiency.

![Block diagram of DC-DC Switch Mode Power Supply](image)

Fig-3.4: Block diagram of DC-DC Switch Mode Power Supply
3.2 TYPES OF DC-DC REGULATOR TOPOLOGIES

There are four basic topologies of switching regulator (Converter) that have been developed in the past, these are [10, 30]:

a. Buck (step down) regulator,
b. Boost (step up) regulator,
c. Buck-Boost regulator
d. Čuk regulator

3.2.1 BUCK REGULATOR

In Buck regulator, output voltage is controlled to be less than the input voltage, hence the name "Buck". The ideal voltage gain and current gain relationship of this regulator are given by [9, 10, 30]:

\[
\frac{V_o}{V_{in}} = D \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
\frac{I_o}{I_{in}} = \frac{1}{D} \quad (3.2)
\]

From equation (3.1) it is seen that output voltage \( V_o \) is less than the input voltage \( V_{in} \) since \( D \) is less than 1. Where \( D \) (sometimes also called \( K \)) is the duty cycle of the switching waveform of the SMPS.

3.2.2 BOOST REGULATOR

In Boost regulator, the output voltage is greater than the input voltage, hence the name "Boost". The voltage gain and current gain of the boost configuration are given by [9, 10, 30]:

\[
\frac{V_o}{V_{in}} = \frac{1}{1 - D} \quad (3.3)
\]
\[ \frac{I_0}{I_{in}} = 1 - D \]  
(3.4)

From equation (3.3) it is seen that output \( V_0 \) is greater than the input \( V_{in} \) since \( D \) is less than 1.

### 3.2.3 BUCK-BOOST REGULATOR

Buck regulators can step-down while Boost regulators can step-up voltages individually. The Buck-Boost regulator can be obtained by cascade connection of these two basic regulators. The output voltage polarity is opposite to input voltage; as a result the converter is also known as an *inverting* regulator.

The voltage gain and current gain of the Buck-Boost regulator are given by [9, 10, 30]:

\[ \frac{V_0}{V_{in}} = -\frac{D}{(1-D)} \]  
(3.5)

\[ \frac{I_0}{I_{in}} = -\frac{(1-D)}{D} \]  
(3.6)

From equation (3.5) it is seen that output \( V_0 \) is greater than input \( V_{in} \), when \( D \) is greater than 0.5 and output \( V_0 \) is less than input \( V_{in} \), when \( D \) is less than 0.5. So, step-up and step-down conversion can be achieved with same regulator.

### 3.2.4 CÛK REGULATOR

It is the modified form of Buck-Boost regulator that has the capability of regulating input voltage in both a buck and boost manner. The Cûk regulator is based on capacitive energy transfer. The voltage gain and current gain of Cûk regulator are same as shown by equations (3.5) and (3.6).

The efficiency of these regulators are ideally 100% if the switch and other components are considered impermeable. In the real world the voltage gain, current gain and
efficiency of all regulators deviates from ideal one due to components subject to loss, switching and conduction losses of a switch and voltage drop across the switch. The voltage gain and current gain relationship may also be different for discontinuous conduction mode of the inductor current and switching and conduction losses of the switch as well as stray resistances of magnetic circuits and capacitors used in the circuit.

3.3 SWITCH MODE AC VOLTAGE REGULATOR

In switch mode AC voltage regulator, in order to transfer the electric energy from input to output the switching devices are continuously switching ON and OFF at high frequency. Typical frequency range of SMPS is from several KHz to several MHz. As SMPS is operated with very high frequency, so the size of power transformer, inductors and filter capacitors size are small because the sizes are inversely proportional to the frequency. These power supplies have high efficiency because the regulating devices in them work as switches to ensure low device loss. Some drawbacks, however, are that the SMPS are more complicated and more expensive, their switching current can cause noise problems, and simple designs can have a poor power factor. The design of the regulator depends on power requirement, degree of stability and efficiency. Solid state AC regulators using phase control technique have been widely used in many application, such as heating and lighting control. These regulators are not suited for critical loads because the output waveforms are truncated sine waves, which contain a large percentage of distortion. The input power factor is low. These drawbacks are largely overcome, and the voltage can be efficiently controlled by means of a solid-state AC regulator using PWM technique.

Finally, there are four common types of switch mode regulators are used in DC-DC conversion. Our objective is to apply same DC regulator's theory to an AC voltage regulator. Some researchers have already suggested modification of DC regulators to control AC voltages using PWM technique as already reported in the literature review.
CHAPTER – 4

DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
SWITCH MODE AC -AC CÛK VOLTAGE REGULATOR

4.0 INTRODUCTION

Voltage sag is an important power quality problem that may affect domestic, industrial and commercial consumers. Voltage sag is the momentary decrease or increase in the magnitude of system voltage. Equipment used in modern industrial plants, domestic appliances, etc. are becoming more sensitive to voltage fluctuations as the complexity of the equipment increase. In order to maintain the load voltage constant in case of any fluctuation of input supply voltage some type of regulating device is necessary.

In this chapter, high frequency switching AC Cûk voltage regulator is proposed to maintain constant voltage across the load in case of input voltage fluctuations. The principles of operation of high frequency switching AC Cûk voltage regulator, gate signals generating circuit, harmonics analysis will be described. The performance of the Cûk voltage regulator is analyzed using simulation software OrCAD version 16.1. Simulation results will be compared to the AC Buck-Boost regulator.

4.1 OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED SWITCH MODE AC CÛK VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Cûk converter is the modified form of Buck-Boost converter. Cûk converter provides an output voltage that is less than or greater than the input voltage whereas output voltage polarity is opposite to that of the input voltage. The Cûk converter is based on capacitive energy transfer as the capacitor C1 is the medium for transferring energy from the source to the load. The proposed AC Cûk voltage regulator is shown in figure-4.1 (without controlled circuit).
The circuit operation can be explained in positive and negative half-cycle of input voltage. The circuit operation during the positive half-cycle of AC input voltage can be explained with the help of figure 4.2 (a) and (b). During the positive half-cycle of input voltage when IGBT-1(Z1) is ON (by gate signal) and IGBT-2 (Z2) is OFF, the current passes through inductor L1 (rises-energy stored), diode D1, IGBT-1(Z1) and diode D3, and at the same time previously charged capacitor C1 discharges (transfers) its energy to the circuit formed by C1, diode D1, IGBT-1(Z1), diode D3, the load and L2 (energy stored). This operation is shown in figure 4.2 (a).

Moreover, when IGBT-1(Z1) is OFF and IGBT-2 (Z2) is ON (by gate signal), the stored energy of the inductor L1 is transferred to the capacitor C1 (charging) by forming circuit L1, capacitor C1, diode D2, IGBT-2(Z3) and diode D4. Meanwhile, previously stored energy of L2 is transferred to the load by formed circuit L2, diode D2, IGBT-2, diode D4, and the load. This operation is shown in figure 4.2 (b).
Fig 4.2: (a) Circuit operation during positive half-cycle of AC input supply, when IGBT-1 is ON (by gate signal) and IGBT-2 is OFF.

Fig 4.2: (b) Circuit operation during positive half-cycle of AC input supply, when IGBT-1 is OFF and IGBT-2 is ON (by gate signal).

The circuit operation during the negative half-cycle of AC input voltage can be explained with the help of figure 4.3 (a) and (b). The operation of the negative half-cycle for AC input voltage is the same as the positive half-cycle, but direction is opposite. During the negative half-cycle of input voltage when IGBT-1(Z₁) is ON (by gate signal)
and IGBT-2 ($Z_2$) is OFF, the current passes through diode $D_7$, IGBT-1($Z_1$), diode $D_8$ and inductor $L_1$ (rises-energy stored). At the same time the previously charged capacitor $C_1$ discharges (transfers) its energy to the circuit formed by $L_2$ (energy stored), load, diode $D_7$, IGBT-1, diode $D_8$ and $C_1$. This operation is shown in figure 4.3 (a).

Moreover, when IGBT-1($Z_1$) is OFF and IGBT-2 ($Z_2$) is ON (by gate signal), the stored energy of the inductor $L_1$ is transferred to the capacitor $C_1$ (charging) by forming circuit $D_5$, IGBT-2, $D_6$, $C_1$ and $L_1$. at the same time previously stored energy of $L_2$ is transferred to the load by formed circuit $L_2$, load, $D_5$, IGBT-2, $D_6$.

So in both cycles we get the output voltage across the load. This operation is shown in figure 4.3 (b).

Fig 4.3: (a) Circuit operation during negative half - cycle of AC input supply, when IGBT-1 is ON (by gate signal) and IGBT-2 is OFF.
Fig 4.3: (b) Circuit operation during negative half-cycle of AC input supply, when IGBT-1 is OFF and IGBT-2 is ON (by gate signal)

4.2 MANUALLY CONTROLLED PROPOSED AC Ćuk VOLTAGE REGULATOR

When the stability is not very stringent, manual control is generally preferred due to economic considerations. The power circuit of a manually controlled AC Ćuk voltage regulator is shown in figure-4.4. In this regulator, output voltage across the load may be kept constant irrespective of increase or decrease in the input voltage by controlling the duty cycle of gate pulses manually. The constant output is achieved by using PWM technique, which is manually controlled at the outset. Output pulse width of OPAMP is varied by changing DC control voltage to the OPAMP. Two opto-couplers are used to generate signaling voltage with ground isolation. By changing ON/OFF time of IGBT-1 (switch Z1) and IGBT-2 (switch Z2), output voltage across the load can be kept constant for any change of input voltage. In this work our objective is to always keep output voltage at 300V (peak) in case of input voltage fluctuations (either increase or decrease).
Fig 4.4: AC Ćuk regulator configuration with manual control circuit
4.3 GATE SIGNAL GENERATING CIRCUIT FOR MANUALLY CONTROLLED PROPOSED AC Cûk REGULATOR

The gate signal generating circuit for the manually controlled AC Cûk voltage regulator can be explained with the help of figure-4.4. The control circuit shows an OPAMP that has positive input as a triangular signal voltage and negative input as a variable DC voltage. In this circuit the OPAMP acts as a comparator, and the output of the OPAMP depends on the difference between the two inputs, viz. \( V_+ - V_- \). In this circuit positive input (triangular wave) remains fixed, but negative input (DC voltage) is varied. Thus output pulse width (i.e. Duty cycle =D) depends upon the DC input voltage of OPAMP, i.e. when DC input is higher the output of comparator will be wider (for IGBT-1) and when DC input is lower the output of comparator will be narrower (for IGBT-1). The outputs of OPAMP are used to activate the on/off the switches of the regulator's power circuit to control the output voltage. The output of OPAMP is passed directly through the limiter. The limiter is limit the comparator's output from 0 to 10 V. Then limiter's output is passed through two opto-couplers (U1 and U2). Two opto-coupler are used to generate signaling voltage with ground isolation. Output of opto-couplers is used for the gate signal of IGBT switch-1 and IGBT switch-2 accordingly. When IGBT switch-1 of the power circuit is ON then IGBT switch-2 should be OFF. Therefore, the gate signal generating circuit is arranged in such a way that when gate signal of IGBT switch-1 is ON then gate signal for IGBT switch-2 is OFF and vice versa. Hence, by varying the Duty cycle (D), output voltage of proposed AC Cûk regulator can be maintained at a constant level regardless of input voltage fluctuation.

4.4 RESULTS OF MANUALLY CONTROLLED PROPOSED AC Cûk REGULATOR

First, input voltage was kept constant at 300V (Peak-rated) with a load of 150 ohm for the proposed AC Cûk regulator to investigate the variation of output voltage with the variation of duty cycle. The corresponding input-output waveforms of proposed AC Cûk
regulator with the variation of DC input voltage of the manually control circuit are shown in figures-4.5 to 4.11, respectively (for DC 4.5, 6V, 7.5V, 9V, 10.5V, 11.2V and 13.5V). The result of variation of output voltage with variation of duty cycle at constant input voltage (300V-peak) is shown in fig 4.12. From this figure it is concluded that the variation of output voltage with duty cycle (D) is nearly linear.

Fig-4.5: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle D = 0.3.
V(V1:+) – Input voltage = 300 V
V(R7:2) – Output voltage = 60 V
Fig-4.6: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle \( D = 0.4 \)

\[ V(V1:+) \text{ – Input voltage = 300 V and } V(R7:2) \text{ – Output voltage = 120 V} \]

Fig-4.7: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle \( D = 0.5 \)

\[ V(V1:+) \text{ – Input voltage = 300 V and } V(R7:2) \text{ – Output voltage = 200 V} \]
Fig-4.8: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle D = 0.6

V(V1:+) – Input voltage = 300 V and V(R7:2) – Output voltage = 300 V

Fig-4.9: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle D = 0.7

V(V1:+) – Input voltage = 300 V and V(R7:2) – Output voltage = 450 V
Fig-4.10: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle $D = 0.8$

$V(V1:+)$ – Input voltage = 300 V and $V(R7:2)$ – Output voltage = 550 V

Fig-4.11: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm and duty cycle $D = 0.9$

$V(V1:+)$ – Input voltage = 300 V and $V(R7:2)$ – Output voltage = 625 V
Fig- 4.12: Variation of output voltage with Duty Cycle (When input voltage=300V)

Moreover, it is necessary to observe the variation of duty cycle with the variation of input voltage to maintain a constant output voltage across the load (300V - peak voltage and load is 150 ohm) of the proposed manually controlled AC Cuk regulator. Now, input voltage is diverse from below the rated voltage to above the rated voltage (i.e. 200V to 400 V) but output voltage is regulated and kept constant across the load at 300 V (peak-desired). The input-output waveforms for input voltage 200V, 250V, 300V, 350V and 400V are shown in figure 4.13 to 4.17, respectively. The corresponding switching signals (PWM) for input voltage 250V, 300V and 400V are also shown in figures 4.18 to 4.20, respectively. These results indicate that by changing the pulse width of gate signals (changing Duty cycle) of switches S1 and S2, output voltage across the load can be maintained at a constant level. The variation of duty cycle along with the range of input voltage from 200V to 400V in order to maintain the output voltage constant at 300V (peak) is shown in figure 4.21. The relationship between the variation of duty cycle and the variation of input voltage is concluded to be inversely proportional.

The circuit is simulated by using the following parameters:

\[ V_{ac} = 300 \sin (100\pi t) \], Supply frequency = 50 Hz, \( L_1 = 1 \) mh, \( L_2 = 50 \) mh, \( C_1 = 250 \)uf, \( C_2 = 50 \)uf, Load resistance = 150 Ohm, \( f_s \) (switching frequency) = 4 KHz.
Fig-4.13: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 200 V, load 150 ohm
V(V1:+) : Input voltage = 200 V and V(R7:2) : Output voltage = 300 V

Fig-4.14: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 250 V, load 150 ohm
V(V1:+) : Input voltage = 250 V and V(R7:2) : Output voltage = 300 V
Fig. 4.15: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm
\( V(V1:+) \): Input voltage = 300 V and \( V(R7:2) \): Output voltage = 300 V

Fig. 4.16: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 350 V, load 150 ohm
\( V(V1:+) \): Input voltage = 350 V and \( V(R7:2) \): Output voltage = 300 V
Fig-4.17: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 400 V, load 150 ohm
V(V1:+) : Input voltage = 400 V and V(R7:2) : Output voltage = 300 V

Fig-4.18: Switching pulses, when input voltage 250 V, load 150 ohm
V(Z1) – Switching voltage of switch-1 and V(Z3) – Switching voltage of switch-2
Fig-4.19: Switching pulses, when input voltage 300 V, load 150 ohm
V(Z1) – Switching voltage of switch-1
V(Z3) – Switching voltage of switch-2
Fig-4.20: Switching pulses, when input voltage 400V, load 150 ohm

V(Z1) – Switching voltage of switch-1
V(Z3) – Switching voltage of switch-2
Fig-4.21: Variation of duty cycle with input voltage to maintain output constant at 300V

4.5 AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED PROPOSED AC CÛK VOLTAGE REGULATOR

In manual control, the output voltage is sensed through a voltmeter connected at the output; the decision and correcting, however, operation is made by a human judgment. Manual control may not always be feasible due to various factors. In automatic voltage regulators, on the other hand, all functions are performed by instruction, and give much better performance, as far as stability, speed of correction, consistency, fatigue, etc. are concerned.

The proposed automatic control AC Cûk regulator and gate signal generating circuit are shown in figure 4.22. In the proposed automatic control AC Cûk regulator, circuit parameters of the manually controlled AC Cûk regulator are modified and rearranged. As well, a control circuit is added to generate a PWM signal as per requirement. The previously used manual control circuit is replaced by an automatic control circuit.
For the operation of the automatic control circuit, a fraction of the output voltage (output of power circuit), after capacitor voltage dividing and rectifying, is passed through an OPAMP buffer (U3A :+). Buffer (U3A) is used to remove the loading effect. Output of the buffer is identical to its input. The output of buffer (U3A) is compared to a fixed reference voltage by using difference circuit (U4A); and the error thus generated is amplified, integrated or differentiated whenever necessary by U5A. Next, the processed error voltage is fed to the main controlling unit (U10A) to have required corrective action. Output of (U10A) consists of the generated PWM signals for IGBT-1 and IGBT-2. The control circuit directs not only the duty cycle but also PWM. In turn, PWM controls the ON and OFF time of IGBT-1 and IGBT-2 as per requirement. As a result, it maintains constant output voltage at 300V (peak value) across the load for any change of input voltage within the limit.

All regulators take a finite time to effect a change in the supply voltage or load. This time is referred to as the time constant of the regulator, but in most case it is termed "response time". In some cases, the response time is dependent on the magnitude of the change in output voltage, but the rate of change remains constant. The maximum allowable response time depends upon the type of application. It is always desirable to make the response time as small possible so that the transients in output voltage are reduced.
Fig 4.22: Proposed Automatically controlled AC Cuk regulator configuration with IGBT switches
4.6 RESULTS OF PROPOSED AUTOMATIC CONTROLLED AC ČUK REGULATOR

The input-output voltage waveforms of the proposed automatic controlled AC Čuk regulator as shown in figure 4.23 when input voltage is 250V. Figures 4.24 to 4.26 show the input-output voltage waveforms when input voltage is 300V, 325V and 350V, respectively. From these results it can be concluded that the proposed automatic controlled AC Čuk regulator can maintain constant output voltage (300V-peak) in case of input voltage variation within the given limit (250V to 350V).

Fig-4.23: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 250 V
V(V4:+) : Input voltage = 250 V and V(R0:2) : Output voltage = 300 V
Fig-4.24: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 300 V
V(V4:+) : Input voltage = 300 V  and  V(R0:2) : Output voltage = 300 V

Fig-4.25: Input and output voltage waveforms, when input voltage 325V
V(V4:+) : Input voltage = 325 V  and  V(R0:2) : Output voltage = 300V
4.7 HARMONICS ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED AUTOMATIC CONTROLLED AC CÜK REGULATOR

Harmonics analysis is essential to understand the performance of a regulator. Total harmonics distortion (THD) is one of the components to evaluate the regulator's performance. The following formula [27] is used to analyze the THD values of the proposed automatic controlled AC Cůk regulator.

\[
THD\% = \left( \frac{\sum_{h=2}^{\infty} (M_h)^2}{M_1} \right) \times 100
\]

Where \( M_h \) is the magnitude of either voltage or current harmonic component and \( M_1 \) is the magnitude of the fundamental component (either voltage or current). The simulated waveforms of input current, output current and output voltage of the proposed AC Cůk regulator for input voltage 250V and for spectrums of corresponding waveform are shown in figures 4.27 and 4.28, respectively.
The simulated waveforms of input current, output current and output voltage for input voltage 325V and for spectrums of corresponding waveform are shown in figures 4.29 and 4.30, respectively.

Fig-4.27: Input current, output current and output voltage waveforms when input voltage 250V
Fig. 4.28: Spectrums of input current, output current and output voltage according to figure 4.27
Fig-4.29: Input current, output current and output voltage waveforms when input voltage 325V

Fig-4.30: Spectrums of input current, output current and output voltage according to figure 4.29
4.8 HARMONICS ANALYSIS OF AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED AC BUCK-BOOST REGULATOR

Since the objective was to compare a proposed regulator with existing ones, a harmonics analysis of the automatically controlled AC Buck-Boost regulator is essential. The simulated waveforms of input current, output current and output voltage as well as the spectrums of corresponding waveforms of AC Buck-Boost regulator for input voltage 250V are shown in figures 4.31 and 4.32, respectively. The simulated waveforms of input current, output current and output voltage as well as the spectrums of corresponding waveforms for input voltage 325V are shown in figures 4.33 and 4.34, respectively.
Fig-4.31: Input current, output current and output voltage waveforms when input voltage 250V
Fig-4.32: Spectrums of input current, output current and output voltage according to figure 4.31
Fig-4.33: Input current, output current and output voltage waveforms when input voltage 325V

Fig-4.34: Spectrums of input current, output current and output voltage according to figure 4.33
4.9 COMPARISON OF RESULTS: PROPOSED AC CûK WITH REVIEWED BUCK-BOOST REGULATOR

(A) Comparison based on input-output waveforms as input voltage varies from its rated supply voltage (250V to 350V):

The all circuits have been simulated by OrCAD (version 16.1). By comparing figures 2.9, 2.11 and 2.12 for manually controlled AC Buck-Boost regulator with corresponding figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 (for manually controlled AC CûK regulator), it is evident that output remains constant (300V-peak), with no significant ripple, by using PWM technique in both arrangements.

On the other hand, by comparing figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 (for automatic controlled AC Buck-Boost regulator) with corresponding figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.26 (for automatic controlled AC CûK regulator), it is apparent that output always remains constant (300V-peak) in both cases. However, the proposed AC Cûk regulator output has better, ripple-free waveforms than the output of the AC Buck-Boost regulator.

(B) Comparison based on harmonics analysis:

Comparing the waveform of figure 4.27 with corresponding figure 4.31, it is observed that the input current contains fewer harmonics (spikes) and the output current and output voltage waveforms are all most ripple free sinusoidal in the proposed automatically controlled AC Cûk configuration, rather than the similarly controlled AC Buck-Boost regulator reviewed earlier.

Furthermore, based on spectrum analysis, according to figure 4.28 with corresponding figure 4.32, it is also observed that input current contains fewer harmonics (spikes) and output current and output voltage waveforms contain almost no harmonic components with the proposed automatic controlled AC Cûk regulator.
Finally, for both regulators total harmonic distortion (THD) have been calculated based on spectrum analysis, according to figure 4.28 and figure 4.32 (for input 250V in both cases) by using the formula in equation (4.1).

The calculated THD values are:

\[
\text{THD} \% = \frac{\sqrt{(4.10)^2 + (2.12)^2 + (1.06)^2 + (0.567)^2}}{4.80} \times 100 = 103.64 \% \quad (\text{For AC Buck-Boost Regulator})
\]

\[
\text{THD} \% = \frac{\sqrt{(16.97)^2 + (18.74)^2}}{40.31} \times 100 = 62.73 \% \quad (\text{For AC Ćuk Regulator})
\]

So, according to input-output waveforms, harmonics as well as THD values, it can be concluded that the performance of the proposed AC Ćuk regulator is superior to the reported AC Buck-Boost regulator [8].
CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 CONCLUSION

The quality of voltage and current of power system is one of the most important considerations in domestic, industrial and commercial applications today. Voltage sags are one of the chief power quality problems affecting domestic, industrial and commercial customers. Voltage sag is the momentary decrease or increase in the voltage magnitude, usually caused by faults or sudden loading within the power system. As the complexity of equipment used in modern industrial plants increases, that equipment is increasingly sensitivity to voltage fluctuations. If the output voltage remains constant equipment life increases while outages and maintenance are reduced. Advances in power semiconductor devices are making it possible for utilities to use a variety of power control equipment to raise power quality levels to meet the requirements.

An essential feature of efficient electronic power processing is the use of semiconductor devices in a power supply, in switch mode, to control the transfer of energy from source to load through the use of pulse width modulated (PWM) techniques. Inductive and capacitive energy storage elements are used to smooth the flow of energy while keeping losses at a minimum. As the frequency of the switching increases, the size of the capacitive and inductive elements decreases in a direct proportion. Because of their superior performance the SMPS are replacing conventional linear power supplies. This work has proposed a switch mode AC voltage regulator for AC power application. The function of the proposed AC-AC Čuk regulator is to maintain constant output voltage given fluctuations of input voltage, within certain limits. First, a manually controlled AC Čuk regulator is developed and its performance analyzed. After that, an automatically controlled AC Čuk voltage regulator circuit is developed, and its performance undergoes a detailed analysis. Finally, the performance of AC Čuk regulator is compared with Buck-Boost regulator that had been reviewed. In the controlled AC Čuk regulator when
input voltage is varied from 250V to 350V then output voltage is always maintained at 300V (peak value). To maintain constant output voltage PWM control is used. By varying the duty cycle through automatically electronic control circuit, we have achieved the goal of maintaining the constant output voltage across load.

The simulation results reported in this project shows that the AC-AC switching voltage regulator to correct voltage sag by using Čuk converter topology achieves better performance. The output voltage and output current of the proposed AC Čuk regulator are smooth sinusoidal waveforms. It gives more ripple - free output compared to existing components [8]. The input current waveforms are also sinusoidal as well compare to reported work. The total harmonic distortion (THD) values of input current are also reduced comparatively from 103.64 % to 62.73%.

The proposed AC Čuk regulator circuit shows promising aspects in moving towards a practical, lightweight, efficient and reliable AC voltage regulator. It is hoped that the presented work will provide useful guidelines and reference point for future researchers and Engineers to construct a “high performance” AC voltage regulator.

5.2 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK

The reported simulation results provided in this paper show feasibility of AC-AC switching voltage converter to correct voltage sag by using Čuk regulator topology. To obtain better output and performance further investigation and more research and development are needed concerning this arrangement. The input current of proposed AC Čuk regulator is very high and needs to be reduced by further research. In addition to this, some essential future areas are also recommended: proper selection of switching frequency to minimize losses, developing formulas (procedure) for considering the right choice of passive elements and developing proper feedback control circuit as per output requirements.

In addition, researchers should examine replacing the control circuit by commercially available SMPS chip and compare the results. Other aspects include efficiency
calculations to achieve the goal, proper design of output and input filter to minimize ripple and harmonics and more attention to total harmonics distortion (THD) to meet standards, such as IEEE-519 and IEC 1000-3.
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